
CONTAINER GARDENING
WITH JONATHAN LUCKHURST

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here's a little-known secret: Many vegetables actually do really well in containers. By picking the right plants, you can grow a fair amount of food in just a few large pots!You don't need to dig up a huge plot in your backyard to grow your own food. Even if you only have a small space available on your porch or patio, you can create an edible container garden. Growing vegetables in containers opens up tons of possibilities, and you can even plant and harvest exciting and tasty varieties you won't normally find at the grocery store. To get started, just find a sunny spot to place your container and choose a few different veggies that you and your family like to eat. Soon you'll have healthy, delicious produce growing right outside your door!



PROS
▪ Affordable
▪ Easy to increase the size
▪ Larger harvests

CONS
• The soil needs to be 

worked and improved
▪ The ground is frozen in 

spring 
▪ Pests can more easily 

access your crops
▪ More weeds
▪ More bending/labour

Types of
Gardening:

Traditional

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
a. Advantages�- affordable�- easy to scale-up the size of your growing area if you have a large yard �- beneficial microbiology is already well established in the ground�b. Disadvantages�- very likely that you will need to amend the soil�- typically frozen ground in the spring = longer wait time for planting�- pests / bugs can more easily access your crops�- more susceptible to weeds�- harder on the body (more bending)



PROS

▪ Build to fit space

▪ Self watering

▪ Start with ideal 
grow-mix

▪ Fewer weeds

▪ Fewer pests

CONS

• Harder to move 
(large)

▪ Can be expensive 

▪ Takes time to build

Types of
Gardening:

Raised Beds

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
a. Self-watering vs non self-watering��b. Advantages�- can custom build to suit your space�- self-watering systems are extremely low maintenance (water once every 2-4 weeks vs once a day)�-  can add ideal grow-mix from the start (don’t need to amend like you typically need to with growing directly in ground)�- fewer weeds (compared to in-ground)�- fewer slugs if growing on decks or balconies�c. Disadvantages�- harder to move (compared to pots, growbags…unless build with wheels and install on deck or balcony)�- can be expensive (especially the self-watering versions)�- if building your own, you have to factor in labour



PROS
▪Garden anywhere

▪Convenient

▪Easy to start

▪ Ideal grow mix

▪Easy to move:
-Follow sunlight
-Avoid bad weather

▪Very little weeding

▪ Fewer pests

▪ Fairly inexpensive

Types of
Gardening:

CONTAINERS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Container gardening is an increasingly popular way for home gardeners to grow their favorite vegetables, particularly when gardening space is limited. PROSYou can garden anywhere – any small spaces will do, like balconies or decksConvenient – the garden is right outside your doorEasy to start – no ground-breaking, no heavy manual labor  You can add ideal soil mix right from the startContainers are easy to move:�-Move to follow the sunlight�-Take inside in bad weatherYou can grow different plants with different soil needsVery little weeding, if at allFewer pests like slugs if growing on decks or balconiesRelatively inexpensive



About
CONTAINERS

CONS 

▪More watering

▪ Sometimes need 
to re-pot

▪Gets cold faster

▪Not ideal for large 
harvests 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CONSContainers dry out faster so more watering is neededPlants may become root-bound, so you have to “pot-up” – put them in larger potsContainers get cold faster so may need extra protection or just moved into shelterNot really practical for large amounts of vegetables



ANY SPACE WILL DO

▪Window

▪Balcony

▪Deck
Choose

Your Location

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
.Options: Deck, balcony, backyard�- vertical stacking for small spaces� (see attached photo)�- When growing on decks or balconies, the chances of slugs getting to your plants is almost zero



ANY SPACE WILL DO

▪Backyard

▪ Sidewalk

▪Go Vertical
Choose

Your Location

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
.Options: Deck, balcony, backyard�- vertical stacking for small spaces� (see attached photo)�- When growing on decks or balconies, the chances of slugs getting to your plants is almost zero



Choose
Your Location

LOOK FOR FULL SUN

▪8 hours of sun 
(6 will do)

▪Midday sun is the 
strongest

▪Avoid shade

▪ If needed, grow 
shade tolerant plants

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�2. Seek out full sun�- at least 6h but ideally 8h�- early morning and late afternoon sun isn’t as strong as midday sun; ideally you will have that strong midday sun�- avoid shade; leads to “leggy plants” and/or smaller harvests with the high value crops such as tomatoes�- if you have no choice other than partial shade, you can still get a decent crop with certain vegetables such as leaf and root vegetables; all crops will do well in full sun but these crops will still do OK in part shade. Crops such as tomatoes will produce a lot of leaf and stem but very little fruit.



IN FULL SUN
▪ Cucumbers*
▪ Eggplant
▪ Garlic
▪ Peppers
▪ Radishes
▪ Squash
▪ Strawberries
▪ Tomatoes
▪ Turnips
▪ Zucchini

WHAT CAN
YOU

GROW?

Its mostly about space. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All plants will do well in full sun (caveat: cool crops in mid-summer will bolt due to heat…use shade cloth)��Almost any vegetable can be grown in a container given the right variety and container size. �Vining plants like cucumber, peas, and squash can be grown in containers with proper supports (e.g., trellises). Tomatoes (properly staked or caged), peppers, and eggplant grow especially well in containers and can be mixed with herbs or flowers. Even zucchini can be grown if there is room for the trailing vines or corn if the containers are large enough.



LIGHT SHADE
▪ Beans
▪ Beets
▪ Broccoli
▪ Cabbage
▪ Carrots
▪ Cauliflower
▪ Celery
▪ Chives
▪ Green Onions

▪ Kale/Greens
▪ Lettuce
▪ Onions
▪ Parsley
▪ Peas
▪ Potatoes
▪ Rhubarb
▪ Spinach

WHAT CAN
YOU

GROW?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some plants can tolerate a bit of shade which helps when you don’t have a lot of space.Leafy greens work well in containers because they are easy to seed, can be harvested frequently, and can be replanted throughout the season. Leafy greens and smaller root crops such as beets and carrots are examples of shade –tolerant crops that are also easy to seed, can be harvested frequently, and can be replanted throughout the season. 



Choose
Your 

Containers

NEW OR REUSE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Many types of containers are available: 5-gallon plastic buckets, plastic or clay pots, plastic storage containers like milk jugs, wood planter boxes, plastic bags, grow bags and self-watering containers. Make sure the containers have  drainage holes.If recycling containers be sure they did not contain toxic materials before. Chemicals can “leach” out of plastic and contaminate your vegetables.(If you are reusing containers, be sure to decontaminate them prior to use, especially if you had problems with root rot.Soak containers in a solution containing one part household bleach to 9 parts water for a minimum of 10 minutes. Then wash them with dish detergent and rinse thoroughly . You may have to replace these containers if disease issues persist.)



Choose
Your 

Containers

LARGER IS BETTER

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When it comes to size, the bigger the pot is, the better, especially for beginners. Large pots hold more soil and will hold moisture longer so you don't have to water as much. Look for containers that are at least 10 inches wide and 12 inches deep. Containers should have the right size and depth so the plants will have enough room when they are fully grown. In general, smaller plants like leaf lettuce, spinach, peas, radishes, cilantro, and green onions need containers with a volume of at least two gallons and that are at least 4 to 6 inches deep.Larger plants like tomatoes, peppers, broccoli, eggplants, squash, cucumbers and bush beans need a container with a minimum volume of five gallons and a depth of 12 to 18 inches. GROW BAGSa. Advantages�- “air-pruning” in fabric versions= stronger internal root structures�b. Disadvantages�- less durable compared to some types of pots, raised beds�- fabric versions can accumulate salts on the sides and potentially grow algae / mould�



About
Growing 
Mediums

POTTING MIX

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While it might seem easier to just scoop up soil from your yard to put in your containers, this is not a good idea. Garden soil is often too sandy or has too much clay and could have fungus, seeds, bugs, or other critters that you don’t want in your containers.Commercial potting mixes work well for most vegetables. They are typically light weight, high in organic matter and, most importantly, drain well. These mixes contain a combination of compost, peat moss, bark, perlite or other similar materials. Fill the containers so the soil is at least 2-3 inches below the rim (that extra space at the top will give you room to water deeply without overflowing the container). Water the soil just before planting.If you’re reusing last year’s potting soil, be sure to add compost to return nutrients to the soil. 



Starting
Your

Plants

TRANSPLANT OR DIRECT SEEDING

Transplanting

▪ Get a head start - plant seeds indoors then 
transplant them

▪ Some plants do not transplant well 

Direct Seeding

▪ Plant to the correct depth

▪ Keep the soil moist

▪ Thin the plants

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Get a head start and save money by planting seeds indoors towards the end of winterYou can also get a head start by buying seedlings from a greenhouseSome plants do not transplant well (like root crops) so they need to be seeded directly into the final container. This might mean waiting for spring.If you have the space, you can seed your plants directly into their final container indoors.  If Direct Seeding, Remember:to plant to the correct depthKeep the soil moistThin the plants  - remove extra plants to prevent over-crowding�



Taking
Your

Plants
Outdoors

HARDENING OFF YOUR SEEDLINGS

▪ Start with 2 hours the 
first day 

▪ Slowly increase by 2-4 
hours per day

▪ Avoid direct, hot, 
midday sun

▪ Avoid freezing 
temperatures

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Seedlings are delicate, they need time to toughen up before transplanting in the garden. Hardening off is a simple process of gradually exposing tender plants to sunlight, wind and uneven temperatures. When plants are almost ready for the garden, take them outside for short amounts of time each day.�- start with 2hours first day then slowly increase by 2-4 hours per day until seedlings have been left out overnight�- in the beginning, avoid placing seedlings in direct hot midday sun; this will scorch your plants. Early morning or late afternoon sun is fine�- monitor the weather forecast; bring inside if there is a risk of freezing temps�- in our climate, the week after May long weekend is typically when you can be assured of no more freezing temperatures�- if seedlings are purchased from a greenhouse or farmer’s market, they may have already been hardened off



How Many
Plants?

…and the size of the container

Examples: How many fit in a square foot of soil

▪ Leafy greens, herbs – 4 plants

▪ Vine Tomato – 1 plant

▪ Cucumber – 2 plants

▪ Peppers – 1 plant

▪ Beets – 16 plants 

▪ Carrots -16 plants

SPACING DEPENDS ON THE CROP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Spacing depends on the type of crop – check information on the seed packet, tag or look on-line.�Leafy greens, herbs – 4 plants/sf�Vine Tomato – 1 plant /sf�Cucumber – 2 plants / sf�Peppers – 1 plant /sf�Beets – 16 plants /sf�Carrots -16 plants / sf



Containers 
Need More
Watering

WATER FREQUENTLY OR AUTOMATICALLY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Making your own drip-watering container or wicking system is easy It can be as simple as using some shoe laces to wick water into a potBurying a pop bottle with some holes in it and filling it with a clean rag and waterTaking a milk jug, punching a small hole in the bottom and setting it next to a plant.A more complex system is a wicking bed made out of a plastic bin, with a pipe and gravel at the bottom to hold extra water.�



Plant
Food

FERTILIZERS EXPLAINED
What are those three 
numbers on the package?
▪ Nitrogen – important for 

vegetative (leaf and stem) 
growth

▪ Phosphorous – important for 
flowering and root 
development

▪ Potassium – important for 
development of fruit 
(improves yields)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
a. Fertilizers explained�- first three numbers on front of package indicate amount of nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium(expressed as percentage). Still has other nutrients that plants need; these numbers are just used to indicate the purpose of the fertilizer. E.g.: high nitrogen = leafy greens, herbs; high phosphorous = good for root crops�



Plant
Food

ORGANIC OR SYNTHETIC?

Organic fertilizers

▪ Broken down by microbes

▪ Slow release is good

Synthetic (man-made) fertilizers 

▪ Give a quick hit of nutrients

▪ Can harden soil growing 
mediums over time

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
b. Synthetic vs Organic�- while some nutrients are immediately available, the ingredients in organic fertilizers must first be metabolized by micro-biology in your growing mix before being released into the grow mix; slower release but promotes microbial health and long term health of growing medium (microbes metabolizing leads to improvement in soil structure…aeration etc.)�- synthetics are manufactured and provide quick hit of nutrients but can lead to growing mix become hard over time and unable to provide proper moisture retention. I recommend organic��Blood Meal - A good source of nitrogen for plants which promotes leaf growth. It’s fairly inexpensive and only a small amount is necessary to get positive results.Bone Meal - A good source of phosphorous which promotes healthy root growth for plants. Another fairly inexpensive option that should last a good while, depending on the size of the garden.Wood ash -  is also another good potassium option that may be accessible for free. Hardwood ash has more minerals than softwood ash. Wood ash can be good if the potting mix has a peat moss base because it can help neutralize the pH.



Plant
Food

Leaf greens and herbs 

▪ need a lot of Nitrogen

Fruiting crops 

▪ need Nitrogen while they grow stems 
and leaves 

▪ need more Phosphorous and 
Potassium when forming flowers and 
fruit

Root and bulb crops 

▪ need less Nitrogen and more 
Phosphorous

FEEDING DEPENDS ON THE CROP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Crop dependent�a. leafy greens / herbs�-need a lot of nitrogen�b. fruiting crops�- nitrogen during vegetative phase, phosphorous, potassium during flowering ,fruiting�c. root / bulb crops�- need more phosphorous (don’t add too much nitrogen)�c. Topping up fertilizers�- organic liquid fertilizers good option for longer-term crops like fruiting crops (e.g.: liquid seaweed during flowering, fruiting stage)�- for shorter-term crops (leafy greens), just add handful of compost, worm castings when you re-seed and/or transplant seedling



Problems
With
Pests

▪ Inspect 
regularly

▪ Check top 
and bottom 
of leaves

KNOW
WHAT TO
LOOK FOR

Thrips

White Flies

Aphids

Mealy Bugs

Spider Mites

SlugsPowdery 
Mildew

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bugs (aphids, thrips, mealy bugs, spider mites, whiteflies)�- Mulch heavily (prevents larvae in soil)�- inspect regularly�- biological controls (ladybugs)�- handpick and destroy pests�- insecticidal soap�- pull out crop and destroy as a last resortSlugs�- handpick early morning�- wood planks next to plants (slugs hide under the planks during the day)Powdery mildew�- caused by cool damp weather, lack of airflow�-more of a problem with in-ground growing�- cut back foliage �



Pests –
What to Do

▪ Mulch heavily

▪ Handpick & destroy

▪ Use insecticidal soap
(Make Your Own 
Insecticidal/Oil Spray)

▪ Last resort – pull out crop 
and destroy

BUGS - WHAT TO DO

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bugs (aphids, thrips, mealy bugs, spider mites, whiteflies)�- Mulch heavily (prevents larvae in soil)�- inspect regularly�- biological controls (ladybugs) – How? - Are these available in Fort Chip�- handpick and destroy pests�- insecticidal soap (Make Your Own Insecticidal/Oil Spray? – see below)�- pull out crop and destroy as a last resortDIY Insecticidal soapCombine thoroughly: one cup (240 mL.) of neem oilone tablespoon (15 mL.) of gentle dishwashing liquid (no degreaser, bleach added) – Like Dawn or PalmoliveSave this “soap” in a sealed containerWhen you need to use it, mix:two teaspoons (10 mL.) of this “soap”1 cup (240 mL.) of warm waterPut into a spray bottle. Mix only what is needed for a one-day application.Test on a leaf first – a few plants may be sensitive to this.�



Pests –
What to Do

▪ Handpick early in the 
morning 

▪ Use wood planks

SLUGS - WHAT TO DO Slugs

Powdery 
MildewPOWDERY MILDEW

▪ Improve air flow 

▪ Cut back foliage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slugs�- handpick early morning�- wood planks next to plants (slugs hide under the planks during the day)�Beer?Powdery mildew�- caused by cool damp weather, lack of airflow�-more of a problem with in-ground growing�- cut back foliage �- avoid watering from above�-baking soda & soap as preventative?�



Watch for more gardening workshops 
coming to Fort Chipewyan!

Future
Workshops

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slugs�- handpick early morning�- wood planks next to plants (slugs hide under the planks during the day)�Beer?Powdery mildew�- caused by cool damp weather, lack of airflow�-more of a problem with in-ground growing�- cut back foliage �- avoid watering from above�-baking soda & soap as preventative?�



Special Thanks
To ACFN 

For Sponsoring
This Session

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Make Your Own Insecticidal SprayBugs (aphids, thrips, mealy bugs, spider mites, whiteflies)�- Mulch heavily (prevents larvae in soil)�- inspect regularly�- biological controls (ladybugs)�- handpick and destroy pests�- insecticidal soap�- pull out crop and destroy as a last resortSlugs�- handpick early morning�- wood planks next to plants (slugs hide under the planks during the day)Powdery mildew�- caused by cool damp weather, lack of airflow�-more of a problem with in-ground growing�- cut back foliage �
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